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A reflection on the “free press” from Czech refugee 
Pave1 X, now residing in Paris (Encounter, Febru- 
ary): “This morning, as every morning, I fell on the 
newspapers and turned to the page on the Czechoslo- 
vak crisis. I t  produced a strange impression. It was 
all there, written down without censorship, without 
restriction, with no one looking over the writer’s 
shoulder. Yet the writers understood nothing, knew 
nothing. Why? Because nothing seemed certain, none 
of this news seemed completely and absolutely credi- 
ble. Are the journalists here too free, perhaps? With 
the result that they write down anything, advance 
theories they do not believe in, make concessions to 
formulas, write to shock or create a sensation? The 
reader is spoilt, he has a surfeit of information. But 
what can he do with it? That is what I criticize all 
these writers for. They do not try to educate their 
readers, they make no choice, it is all gratuitous, well- 
written, abundant, but gratuitous. 

“This is another instance of the breakdown of com- 
munication. Freedom of expression does not have the 
same meaning here as there. I now understand better 
why the French Communists criticized our demand 
for freedom of expression so ambiguously. To them 
freedom of expression means total irresponsibility, 
everyone being able to say what he likes how he likes. 
To us it means exactly the opposite. Writing ‘freely’ 
means weighing every word. But to understand that 
they would have had to travel the very long road 
that we have traveled. In the Novotny era we could 
obviously neither be silent nor put ourselves in the 
service of a press that was as mendacious as it was 
official. We had to write in a way that would let our 
thoughts and ideas be read between the lines. The 
illuminating but apparently anodyne image was not 
easy to fmd. . . . The continual pressure of the censor- 
ship forced us to choose our words carefully, to check 
our information scrupulously, to weigh our adjectives. 
We used to walk a verbal tightrope. . , . the constraint 
had a positive effect, because it confronted us with 
our responsibilities. 

‘Then, after Novotny, we kept our ‘seriousness’ 
(which strikes you here in the West as a trifle %heavy’). 
The problem, then, was to make real information 
acceptable to people who had never had any. To do 
that we had to create confidence between our readers 
and ourselves. We had to avoid the inflated and the 
spectacular and remain sober and credible. What with 
accounts of trials and life in Novotny prisons, heaven 
knows there was no lack of sensational subjects. We 
decided to reject anecdotage and the role of the 
crucified taken down from their cross. This went very 
well, and an extraordinary dialogue was established 
fietween the people and those whose task it was to 
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CAMILO TORRES 
bv GERMAN GUZMAN 
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The first complete biography of the Colombian 
priest-revolutionary who was killed by govern- 
ment forces. “The author of this biography was 
a close personal friend. Thus the portrait of 
Torres is intimate . , . A fascinating man, priest, 
social thinker and finally guerilla. A fascinating 
book.”- New Book Review.Translated by John D. Ring. $6.95 

YWOVE OVER” 
Students, Politics, 
Religion 
hv FRANCIS CARLING - J  

A highly personal book - addressed to those 
both under and over 30 - by a Yale law student 
who describes the interaction of political and 
religious influences on the formation of student 
activists. “An articulate and comparatively clear- 
sighted young man. . . . he does manage to con- 
vey the sense of urgency and desperation that 
moves the minority known as ‘activists.’ ” - The Kirkus Reviews. 33.95 
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ALIENATION, 
ATHEISM AND THE 
RELIGIOUS CRISIS 
bv THOMAS F. O’DEA , 
This analysis of the religious crisis affecting 
America and Europe suggests that it is pan of 
the broader crisis in politics, education, culture 
and technology. The author is Director of Re- 
ligious Studies at the University of California in Santa Barbara. $4.95 
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inform them. Every line was a problem, every article 
involved the responsibility of us all. But we were 
believed. . . .” 

Win ( “peacc and freedom through non-violent ac- 
tion”) notes in the introduction to its March issue on 
Binfra, that “for many months the pacifist movement 
has been struggling to come to grips with the tragedy 
of the Nigerian-Biafran war. It hasn’t.been easy be- 
cause, unlike the Vietnamese tragedy, the United 
States government is not directly responsible for the 
genocide that is being practiced in that corner of the 
world so we can not say to II’ashington ‘Stop doing 
what you’re doing.’ On the contrary, 1Vashington is 
at the inoment doing very little and a great deal needs 
to be done in terms of relief and pressure for a politi- 
cal solution that would put an end to the business 
of saving children from hunger only so that they can 
be killed by war. Yet to urge the U.S. to get involved 
is to risk even more trouble, because trouble and 
death seem to follow the U.S. wherever it goes these 
days. . . .” 
0 

Comments G. W. S. in Africa Toduy (December- 
January), the “Nixon Administration has a chance to 
end the Nigerian/Biafran war, if it will utilize quickly 
its new prestige and the present fortuitous circum- 
stances. President Nixon has claimed that his greatest 
strength lies in foreign policy. . . . 

“The United States is the only great power that 
has followed a neutral course. She has supported 
humanitarian efforts to bring relief to starving civil- 
ians, and even recently ’released several transport 
planes to religious relief agencies as dramatic testi- 
mony of concern for saving human lives. While the 
Nigerians have been unhappy over the opposition of 
the United States to a ‘starve them into submission’ 
policy, they have recognized that the United States 
has not given military support to the Biafran secession 
or encouraged secession in principle diplomatically. . . 

“We will need to raise the Nigeria/Biafra war to a 
level of top priority. All the diplomatic skill and 
political influence the U.S. has must be brought to 
bear on the antagonists and their allies. The US. 
has great leverage because of its immense potential 
punitive power against both Nigeria and Biafra. And 
the new Administration has much influence in Lon- 
don, Moscow and Paris simply because these coun- 
tries hope to gain and maintain certain objectives 
with the new team. Thus, if the United States is 
prepared to utilize its worldwide bargaining position, 
a cease-fire and settlement is possible; but nothing 
short of this can.succeed. . . . 

“Norman Cousins summarized American responsi- 
bility very well when he said ‘It is no answer to say 
that the United States should not intervene in the 
affairs of other nations. The United States has re- 
peatedly intervened. . . . IVhy is the national interest 
so often associated with power plays and not with 
those great thrusts of the moral imagination that in 
the end determine a people’s place in history?”’ 

“. “The nation,” says the Nation (March 17), IS in- 
debted to the ACLU and to Mr. Speiser [of the Civil 
Liberties Union’s IVashington office] personally, for 
persuading the Pentagon to remove the sanctimony 
from its Character Guidance Program, which all en- 
listed military personnel are required to endure. 

“The program was put together by the Chief of 
Chaplains, and chaplains are customarily the instruc- 
tors. The booklets issued to the chaplains conducting 
this course state that the program’s aim is ‘to instill 
into all the members of the Army a sense of individual 
moral responsibility [and] moral principles that SUS- 

tnin the philosophy of American freedom. . . . That 
philosophy regards man as a creature of God. As 
such, every soldier is responsible and accountable to 
his Creator for the way he performs his civic and 
milit,uy duty. . . .’ 

“The manuals assert further that a member of the 
IVomen’s Army Corps should be taught that ‘her as- 
signed job becomes her “duty of state,” which means 
to do her job as best she can, not for reward . . . but 
simply because she knows it is obviously -the will of 
God for her.’ (The emphasis is the Pentagon’s.) 

“This is,” the editorial continues, “rather light- 
weight stuff, so primitive in concept that it would 
be persuasive only to the most elementary mind. But 
it is an offense to the Constitution as well as to good 
taste that captive students in the military have been 
subjected to such indoctrination for years.” 

Speiser complained to the Pentagon and has since 
received word from them that“ ‘we are revising all 
the materials in question to eliminate passages with 
religious connotations,’ ” 

Comments the Nation: “It is a good solid victory. 
A few years ago the stars were removed from behind 
the Speaker’s rostrum in the U.S. House of Repre: 
sentatives and in their place went the inscription: ‘In 
God We Trust.’ Now there is a plan afoot in Congress 
to require the same inscription to be placed on the 
wall behind the dais for the Justices of the Supreme 
Court - as a way to sort of rub it in. And a number 
of bills already kicking around Congress would put 
prayers and Bible reading back in the public schools. 
The ACLU’s battle in this matter is a constant one 
and will require the assistance of all who agree with 
the Court that ‘no official, high or petty, can prescribe 
what shall be orthodox in politics, nationalism, re- 
ligion, or matters of opinion.’ ” PAhlPHnUS 
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